**The Battle Against Rome** (2 x 52’ hour) (HD)
Distributor: ZDF Enterprises, Mainz, Germany
Genre: Documentaries / History & Biographies
Status: NEW

This documentary portrays one of the most devastating battles of ancient times: the Battle of the Teutoburg Forest, which played a decisive role in shaping modern-day Europe. It was the worst defeat ever suffered by the Roman Empire: 30,000 men cut down in the forests of Germania, betrayed by Arminius, a man the Romans had trained and trusted. The ancient Roman-Germanic world is brought to life by CGI technology, gritty battle scenes and powerful dialogues.

**Natascha Kampusch** (1 x 43’ or 1 x 52’ hour) (HD)
Distributor: ZDF Enterprises, Mainz, Germany
Genre: Documentaries / History & Biographies
Status: NEW

At the age of 10, Natascha Kampusch was kidnapped and held captive for eight years by a deranged man. In 2006, she managed to escape, and the world discovered an astonishingly articulate and intelligent young woman. In this documentary, she describes her ordeal in depth, and makes surprising statements about her relationship to the kidnapper and the survival mechanisms she developed. The kidnapping itself is filmed in a dramatic reenactment and supplemented with exclusive interviews.

**Busting the Berlin Wall** (2 x 52’ hour) (HD)
Distributor: ZDF Enterprises, Mainz, Germany
Genre: Documentaries / Social Issues & Science

For 28 years, the Berlin Wall split a city in two and divided a nation with two million tons of concrete, 700,000 tons of steel, attack dogs, tank traps, death strips and tripwires. While its dangers kept most GDR citizens at bay, others were spurred on to overcome it, by digging under it, hiding in car trunks, flying over it in a hot-air balloon, and even surfing around it...

This doc examines the most daring escapes, and interviews former border guards, politicians, spies and escapees.